
Unleashing Water’s Potential



SCREENING SOLUTIONS
Intake screens are the first line of defense for your municipal, 
industrial or hydro power plant.  These unsung heroes keep fish safe 
and protect your pumps and turbines from harmful debris.  Our intake 
solutions are designed to deliver water to your system in a way that is 
both efficient and environmentally safe. 

Coanda Screens
Coanda screens use tilted wedge wire to 
provide water to hydro, municipal water, and 
other facilities.  Clean water falls through 
while fish and debris pass over.  A Coanda 
screen allows operators to simplify the intake 
structure.

Cylindrical Screens
Cylindrical screens use a combination of 
physical and hydrodynamic exclusion so that 
the screens do not clog or kill fish.  The screens 
can include AirBurst systems to remove any 
debris, and a suite of other technologies to 
prevent ice, silting, and biofouling.

Flat Panel Screens
Elgin flat panel screens use TIG welded wedge 
wire to provide the best relationship between 
cost and performance.  The screens are 
manufactured to exceed all typical tolerances.



AirBurst 
Designed to deliver a powerful burst 

of air to the screen to eliminate debris.  
The system can include control system 
to detect clogging or can be simplified 

to allow for manual operation.

IceBreak
Designed to work in tandem with an 
AirBurst system, IceBreak works to 

prevent and eliminate frazil ice.  Once 
frazil ice conditions are detected, the 

system will deliver an array of bubbles to 
lift frazil ice to the surface of the water. 

SCREENING CLEANING SYSTEMS
We believe the basis for an effective cleaning system is reliability 

and simplicity.  Our AirBurst systems deliver compressed air 
to remove debris from the surface of the screen. Common 

components make maintenance a breeze and stationary parts 
eliminate the need for complex retrieval systems.



COPPER NICKEL SOLUTIONS
Copper nickel has been proven for decades to resist fouling by zebra 
mussels.  This alloy has the effectiveness of copper without leaching 
into your water source.  Elgin offers both a copper nickel coating and 
copper nickel construction.  The coating is a patented process (U.S. 
Patent #5,945,171) that utilizes the same alloy as our base material 
screens, but results in a much stronger and cost-effective solution.  In 
contrast to foul release coatings, our solutions will last the lifetime of 
the screen system.  
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